This paper presents the results of theoretical research in the field of modeling and analysis of dynamic characteristics of the gas dynamics of mass transfer in multichannel devices. The basic equations describing the motion of an incompressible viscous Newtonian fluid with constant properties in the channels in the absence of external forces are the Helmholtz equation in the variables. An algorithm for the numerical solution of equations for the dynamic characteristics of the gas stream. The obtained values of the current used to calculate the pressure in a stabilized section of the channel.
Introduction
Recent years have been marked by the high performance multi functional heat-and mass exchange apparatus creation (e.g. Balabekov, 2000; Volnenko, 1999; Kholpanov et al., 2008; Ismailov et al., 2009 ). They are aiming at the processes of the gas contact with the liquid (gas sparging through liquid; layer stream on the bodies' surface along which the gas movement; liquids dispersion into drops, distributed in the gas flow and so on). The contact elements of such apparatus are the horizontal, vertical and inclined shelves, zigzag partitions, nets, balls, cylinders and others. They identify the stream structure, the vortex influence characteristics and intensity on the liquid (in the form of the layers, small jets and drops); they also determine the inter-phase contact surface magnitude, energy dissipation, and, consequently, the heat-and mass exchange processes efficiency. The apparatus energy rates depend on the constructive elements geometrical characteristics and their flowing around conditions. The 'multi stage channel' may be interpreted in other science fields according to their meaning and the tasks (e.g. Paskonov et al., 1984; Gosmen et al., 1972) . So, we may present the blood flow in the human's body conventionally as an interaction of the liquid with the vessel walls, in which there are some obstacles (Arslan et al., 2008; Ashyralyev et al., 2008) . So, we may state that the most urgent task is the creation of the safe mathematical models of the interaction of flows in the multi staged phase interaction technological apparatus contact devices (MPITACD) along with the corresponding efficient numerical algorithms. The theoretical research results in the field of modeling and calculations of the dynamic characteristics in the laminar condition in the multi staged channels of MPITACD are presented in the present research paper.
Mathematical model
The equations of the motion quantity keeping and continuity are the main equations presenting the flat flow of the non-compressed Newton's viscous liquid having the constant characteristics in the absence of the outward forces in the channels: 
The equation for ω may be written as the Poisson's equation of the elliptic type: ω ψ = Δ (6) So, the system (1)-(3), fixed in the variable'velocity -pressure' may be written down in the Helmholtz's variable 'current function -vorticity:
he MPITACD channels are very long, that is why great computer memory volume and much more extended in time calculations are needed for the through calculations of the dynamic characteristics by the numeric methods. Multiplied calculation repetitions lead to the increasing of the inaccuracy rounding, and as a result distorted final numeric solution may take place. To solve the problem we have used the following approach, it may be called the principle of the hydrodynamic establishment, it is well known for the direct cylinder tubes (the Regulation of Huagen -Puaseil): the velocity profile, given in the channel inlet (for example direct or parabolic), developing with the stream in a certain distance from the inlet reaches the form which can be considered to be stated. So, the whole MPITACD channel length may be presented as a totality of the initial AC and stabled part of CB; it should be noted that the stabled part length turned to be much longer than the length of the initial part ( Figure 1 ). The initial part length depends on the inlet profile form (rectangular, trapeziform, parabolic and so on). If the MPITACD operates in the two phase conditions the inlet part exists also for the liquid, its length also depends on the liquid regular degree feed from the distribution devices. For example, during the counter flow the liquid goes down through the distribution devices, providing for the sufficient regularity; there is a certain distance after which the distribution may be considered stable. All the rest specific values will be produced from these values. We'll get the following correlations:
If we substitute these correlations into (7), (8), we'll get
i.e. the equations (7), (8) Boundary condition for ω is given indirectly by the equation
in which n-is the normal to the channel Г, though the vector n-direction is from the border to the inner part of the channel. Let's write down the Taylor row for ) Let's take the last correlation and the equation for the vorticity and we shall get the following:
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3 Approximation of derivatives
We shall make substitutions: derivatives of the coordinates and the current and vorticity functions time by the finite difference correlations:
in which ϕ -is one of the ω ψ , .
The time derivative will be substituted by the difference correlation 'ahead' in the form: 
Investigation of stability computational scheme
Let's use the Furrier's harmonic disturbance method to study the stability of the current function equation. Differentiated equations theory states that the private solutions look as follows: 
is stable, if ,
. In analogy to the one-dimensional case let ω =0, then let's discuss the special disturbance type: ( The (39) equation form, in which only the current functions are used is very interesting, for it excludes the necessity to calculate the numerical differentials, which are the correlation analogues.
We shall write down the equation (39) difference analogue, by using the central differences for the first order derivational substitution:
We state the conditions of the second type for the Poisson's equations solution:
We fix the final-difference presentation for the pressure gradient components through the current function:
We obtain in the units of the finite-difference net 
Conclusions
1. Gas laminar motion modeling in the multi stage channel bearing the regular lamellate nozzles based on the Navier-Stocks equation in the variable current -vorticity functions have been fulfilled. 2. Finite-difference scheme for the Navie-Stocks equations solution in the variable current -vorticity functions has been developed, stability conditions for the steps in time and space have been stated. 3. Gas dynamic characteristics have been determined by exploring the principle of the hydrodynamic stabilization -for the channel stabilized parts bearing regular lamellate nozzles: velocity in the coordinate directions, current function, vorticity, pressure, and the stabilized part length as well. 4 . The boundary conditions should be changed to calculate the gas flow dynamic characteristics in the different geometry channel, all the other points of the offered algorithm remain unchanged. This work was supported by grant № 0745/GF.
